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The focus of Naval Operations is currently broadening from Major Combat Operations 

towards Counterinsurgency, Homeland Defense, Humanitarian Assistance, and Stability 

Operations.  This shift brings the once blue water Navy closer to shore and calls for the 

revival of a brown water capability.  The recently created Naval Expeditionary Combat 

Command (NECC) stands to become a formidable force supporting this new mission 

with 50,000 sailors in the next few years.  Once operational, it is clear that a major 

component of NECC will be involved with riverine operations conducted using 

combatant craft.  The goal of this study was to develop a suitable platform that could 

support various combatant craft in the riverine environment. 

 

The requirements for this new platform, called Riverine Combat Support Ship (RCSS), 

are derived from four distinct concepts of support: Basic (food and berthing), Materiel 

(fuel and ammunition), Maintenance (for combat craft), and Operational (Joint 

Operations Center and close air support).  

RCSS will deploy with a compliment of 

combatant craft and crew into the river 

where they will be engaged in the 

spectrum of riverine operations.  RCSS 

will be capable of operating independently 

for a minimum of 30 days.  After analyzing a variety of alternatives, a converted Newport 

Class LST, with its shallow draft, extensive anchoring and maneuvering capability, ample 

storage and berthing facilities, and relatively low conversion costs, was determined to be 

the best platform to perform the RCSS mission. 

 

This study covers the selection of the Newport Class LST as the baseline ship, 

technology trade-off studies, design definition, performance analysis, and cost analysis.  

Throughout this study the following computer tools were used: Rhinoceros for CAD 3D 

modeling and arrangement analysis, Program of Ship Salvage Engineering (POSSE) for 
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tankage layout and intact stability and structural analyses, and Maxsurf for propulsion 

and seakeeping analyses.  A summary of the RCSS design is listed below. 

 

RCSS SUMMARY TABLE 
CHARACTERISTIC VALUE 

Length at Waterline 500 ft 
Length Overall 522.25 ft 
Beam 69.75 ft 
Draft (SW/FW) 18.27 ft / 19.8 ft  
Depth at Midship 37 ft 
Lightship Displacement 5,224 LT 
Full Load Displacement 8,608 LT  
Max Speed 20 knots 
Endurance Speed 18-20 knots 
Range (at 14 knots) 11,760 nm 
Power Plant Diesel 
Electrical Generation Diesel 
Propulsion 2 Conventional Shafts 
Ship’s Crew 186 
Support Personnel 62 
SBU and SEALs 200 (nominal) 
Accommodations (max capacity) 600  
Aviation Capability All helicopters in current 

U.S. inventory 
Combat Craft Capacity 8 MK V SOC, 14 RHIB, 6 

SOCR, 4 PBR, 4 MK III, 4 
MATC 

Lead Ship Conversion Cost $166 million 
 


